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We present a hybrid method to inspect the phase stability of compounds having a CaCu5-type crystal
structure. This is done using 2D stability plots using the Miedema parameters that are based on the work
function and electron density of the constituent elements. Stable compounds are separated from unstable binary compounds, with a probability of 94%. For stable compounds, a linear relation is found,
showing a constant ratio of charge transfer and electron density mismatch. DFT calculations show the
same trend. Elements from the s,d,f-block are all reliably represented, elements from the p-block are still
challenging.
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
The phase stability of crystal structures is of immense practical
importance [1], as the crystallographic phase largely determines
the material properties. Materials that crystallize in the CaCu5-type
crystal structure [2] (see Fig. 1) are important as permanent magnets [2,3] and are heavily used in metal hydride batteries [4]. This
has given rise to a huge number of publications on compounds
having this crystal structure, which is reﬂected in 1600 entries in
the Pearson Crystal Database [5]. Extraction of the data on the
elemental compositions pertaining this crystal structure can give
insight in the stability of the phase. Generally, the combined data
extracted from crystallographic databases is used to predict the
crystal structure, for a given composition [6]. This is highly relevant
for technologically important YFe5 [7e9]. This composition does
not result in the formation of the CaCu5 phase, but instead forms Y2
Fe17 and Y6 Fe23. Here we try to answer a more experimentally
relevant question: given a certain crystal structure, what compositions are stable?
For intermetallic compounds, the Miedema model can be used
to describe the stability based on the enthalpy of the phase
compared to the enthalpy of the constituent elements [10]. This
semi-empirical approach has proven to show good agreement with
experiment [11] and ﬁrst-principle calculations [12]. In this model,
the enthalpy of formation is calculated by considering a cohesive
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contribution and a destabilizing contribution based on the electron
density. The cohesive contribution is based on the difference in
work function DF* of the elements and the electron density dif1=3
ference DnWS is based on the average electron density at the
boundary of the Wigner-Seitz cell of the element. The interfacial
enthalpy of A surrounded by B is given by
2=3

VA

DHAB ¼ D

1=3

nWS
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1=3

where VA is the contact surface area of A, hnWS i is the average
electron density, P and Q are dependent on the atomic species and R
is a correction term used for metalloid elements. The total enthalpy
of formation upon alloying can be determined by taking the concentration c into account:



DH ¼ cA cB fBA DHAB þ fAB DHBA



(2)

where fBA represents the degree to which A is surrounded by B. The
free enthalpy change is approximately equal to the Gibbs free energy change upon alloying. This approach was initially used to
describe binary compounds, but was later extended to ternary
0 þ
compounds, by taking the sum of all contributions DHABC ¼ DHAB
0 þ DH 0
0
DHAC
[13,14]
where
D
H
takes
the
composition
into
acXY
BC
count. In this discussion, the value of DH does not yield information
1=3
on the adopted crystal structure and therefore only Df and DnWS
are used as descriptors to describe the phase stability.
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Fig. 1. The unit cell of the CaCu5 type crystal structure with general formula AB5.

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations do include the
crystal structure and can provide the free enthalpy. However, the
prediction of a stable compound is not straightforward and the
value of the free enthalpy alone does not show the stability of a
particular phase. The proper way to do this is to evaluate the global
minima of the free enthalpy in a landscape of crystal structures and
compositions [15]. Another approach is to analyze existing stable
compositions using structure mapping [6,16e18]. This method can
be applied to thousands of compositions in seconds, in contrast to
the timescales encountered in using DFT methods. In this paper, we
present a new approach that combines the semi-empirical parameters that produce accurate results in the Miedema model and
the crystallographic data contained in the Pearson database [5].
1=3
This is realized by making phase stability plots using Df and DnWS .
We extend these values from binary to pseudo-binary compounds
by taking the weighted average of the element values. This allows
to easily extend these parameters beyond the original scope and
without using the experimentally determined P and Q parameters.
The obtained stability plots allow for a quick inspection of the
phase stability across element combinations. We will show that the
application of such a model does not only give a good prediction on
phase stability, it also gives valuable information on the factors that
govern crystal structure formation in these compounds.
2. Methods
2.1. Computational methods
Three different datasets were extracted from the Pearsons
Crystal Database (PCD) [5]. The ﬁrst is used to assess the predictive
power of the parameters used in the Miedema model and contains
3726 entries with unique compositions, by considering all metals
without p-type valence electrons. The second is used for the stability of compounds with the CaCu5-type crystal structure, and
contains 413 compositions. This number is reduced to 387 when
only considering compounds that have a generic formula AB5. The
last set contains CaCu5-derived crystal structures and contains 863
unique compositions. For the stability maps, unstable compounds
were generated, based on the assumption that all stable binary
compounds have been found. For all entries, compositions containing hydrogen, radioactive elements and actinides were omitted.
The position of a compound in the stability map is determined by
properties of its atomic constituents. The Miedema parameters F
and nWS were used [10], including atomic radii [19], listed in the
Supplementary information. The weighed properties were
normalized Uw ¼ ðaUA þ bUB Þ=ða þ bÞ for compounds with formula
AaBb [6]. Within the DFT framework [20,21], the projector
augmented wave method as implemented in the Vienna Ab initio
Simulation Package (VASP) [22e25] was used to generate the total

charge and charge densities for ten AB5 compounds, that is YCu5,
YFe5, YNi5, YCo5, YZn5, YGa5 and BaCu5, CaCu5, MgCu5, SrCu5.
Exchange-correlation interactions were taken into account via the
Perdew- Burke-Ernzerhof type generalized gradient approximation
[26]. The 4s and 3d electrons were treated as valence electrons for
Cu, Fe, Ni, Co, Zn. For Y the 4s, 4p, 5s, 4d, for Ga the 4s, 4p, for Mg the
3s, for Ca the 3s, 3p, 4s, for Sr the 4s, 4p, 5s and for Ba the 5s, 5p and
6s electrons were treated as valence electrons. The lattice parameters and atomic positions for all compounds were relaxed using
the conjugate gradient algorithm until a 0.01 meV/Å force convergence was reached. The plane-wave cutoff and the energy convergence criteria were set to 460 eV and 108 eV in a
11  11  11(13  13  13) Gamma centered k-point mesh for the
structural relaxation (charge density calculation).
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Phase stability in binary compounds
The Miedema plots [10] were made using the data obtained
from the Pearson database. A total of 628 binary combinations were
found with a solubility larger than 7%. Nonradioactive elements
were selected from the s, p and d block of the periodic table. Elements from the p-block in the periodic system have not been
included. Because of the metalloid nature of these elements, an
additional term (R) is needed to model the formation enthalpy. A
total of 217 unstable compounds was generated based on the
available element combinations. The combined data are plotted in
Fig. 2.
The plot shows a separation between stable compounds and
compounds that do no not form experimentally, illustrated by a
demarcation line. There is a separation between compound forming and non-compound forming element combinations when the
individual elements have strong dissimilar electronic properties.
When elements have similar electronic properties, the separation is
1=3
less pronounced, especially for DnWS < 0:2. For these compounds,
the entropy of formation is expected to have a relatively large
contribution compared to the enthalpy of formation.
The (conﬁgurational) entropy can be kept constant by considering only one crystal structure. For compounds that crystallize in
the CaCu5 prototype structure, the conﬁgurational entropy is the
same and a linear relationship is found between the work function
and electron density.
3.2. Phase stability of CaCu5 type compounds
Analogous to the original Miedema plot, the phase stability of a
given crystal structure can be investigated. In order to do this,
compositions that form the crystal structure in question are plotted
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Fig. 2. The
in work function jDF  as a function of the difference in electron
 difference
1=3 

density DnWS for all binary compounds of d metals combined with s,f metals. Stable
compounds (628 red dots) were extracted from the Pearson database, for cases where
the solubility is larger than 7%. Unstable compounds were generated (217 black circles). The black line is a guide to the eye: above it stable compounds are present, while
below the black line no compounds are formed. Element combinations that are able to
form the CaCu5 crystal structure are indicated with green diamonds and show a linear
trend. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. Phase stability plot of DFw and DnWS;w , which are weighted and normalized
using the stoichiometry. Green dots and red diamonds represent stable compounds
and black circles are generated binary compositions. Binary compositions were complemented with multiary compounds (ternary, quaternary compounds, etc.). The stability region is demarcated by an ellipse. Compounds found outside the ellipse are
based on Zn (left) and Pt/Ir (right), and Fe (below). Fe shows a deviation from the linear
behavior and is found form a metastable phase (see Supplementary information). The
total probability is 94%, based on (3). (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

together with compositions that do not form this crystal structure.
Assuming that the most common phases of binary compounds have
been documented, one can generate a list of unstable binary
compositions. By analyzing the occurrence of the various elements
in the database, one can reduce the number of unrealistic elemental
combinations. This is shown in Fig. 3.

Elements from the s and f block occupy the A position, while
elements from the d block occupy the two B positions. The p-block
elements are also present for some compositions, but they form
substitutional alloys and never fully occupy the B positions. The
demarcation between A and B is made by La and Y. Early d-block
elements have been ﬁltered out because they have a different

1=3

Fig. 3. Histogram of the element combinations forming the CaCu5 crystal structure. Each increment on the y-axis is equal to a unique composition. By ﬁltering the raw data by only
considering compounds with generic formula AB5, a strict distinction between elements A and B can be made, indicated in two regions containing green and brown columns
respectively. The x-axis is based on the Pettifor coordinate and traverses the periodic table ﬁrst by group and then by period. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 5. Electronic characteristics of CaCu5-type compounds based on elemental properties (a) and determined from DFT calculations (b). Both the model in (a) and the DFT calculations in (b) show a linear behavior. The charge q is obtained by integrating the electron density over half the (average) A-B distance. r is the average charge density at the same
Wigner-Seitz cell radius. Dq and Dr are determined relative to YCu5. While BaCu5 is inside the stability region in (a), DFT calculations shows a large charge difference and supports
the observation that BaCu5 is unstable. Because there are two reported crystal structures of YZn5 [28,29], this compound is indicated with a ﬁlled circle. The dashed lines are guides
to the eye.

stoichiometry or act as dopants.
Using the histogram, all combinations between A and B can be
generated and compared to the binary compounds found in the
Pearson database. By calculating an average weighted value for the
properties of A and B in (A1x A0 x)(B1y By0 )5, it is possible to also
include pseudo-binary compounds. This approach has been used
earlier [6] and uses an average-atom model [27]. Using such a
strategy, Fig. 4 was made, by presenting compounds with up to ten
different elements. It contains 387 unique stable compounds and
693 unstable binary compounds.
The phase stability plot shows a clear separation between stable
and unstable compositions. Moreover, the fact that elements from
the s,d and f-block are all accurately represented shows the wide
applicability of this approach. All 1080 datapoints correspond to a
unique composition, which can be found in the Supplementary
material. Because of this high number, the predictive power of
this approach will not signiﬁcantly be increased by adding a few
new compositions. Instead, the observed trend is compared with
DFT calculations in the next section.
It is interesting to note the similarity between this plot and plots
used in crystal structure prediction. They both separate two or

more regions in phase space. For crystal structure prediction these
regions represent two or more stable crystal structures, while in
this case it separates stable from unstable compositions. The main
difference is that the demarcation lines in crystal structure prediction plots have an arbitrary shape. For the phase stability plots
however, the demarcation line can be described by an ellipse (see
Supplementary information) showing a total probability of 94%
based on the number of experimental/calculated datapoints inside/
outside the ellipse, calculated by

P¼

out
nin
exp þ ncalc

ntotal

:

(3)

It has to be noted that the presence of p-block elements does not
adversely affect these fractions, while they do adversely affect
Fig. 2.
Because the plots are based on electronic properties, the shape
of the ellipse can give insight into the electronic properties related
to the crystal structure. The linear relationship in the plot is reﬂected in the rotation angle of the ellipse and gives information
about the ratio between charge transfer and charge density
mismatch. Apparently, this ratio is a crucial factor governing phase
formation. The major and minor axes represent the tolerance in
electron density mismatch and charge transfer, respectively. While
the stability plot can also be constructed using the electronegativity
and valence electron concentration to describe the electronic
properties, the shape of the stability region does not allow the same
reconstruction. In addition, the valence electron numbers are integers and are therefore less suited for this purpose. The atomic
1=3
radii were found to show a correlation with DFw and DnWS;w (see
Supplementary information), allowing a 2D representation of the
data.

3.3. DFT calculations
Fig. 6. Relationships between crystal prototypes. Modiﬁcations are: Ia ordered substitution, IIa internal deformation with reduction of symmetry, IIb with reduction of
symmetry, III redistribution of atoms and V inhomogeneous homologous series
(doubling of the unit cell).

The proposed model uses the electronic properties of elemental
solids and tries to capture the interactions in alloys. To see how well
the model describes these interactions, DFT calculations were
performed. A compound close to the center point of the ellipse was
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Fig. 7. The phase stability of CaCu5 (indicated by the ellipse) and crystal modiﬁcations. Modiﬁcation I is an ordered substitution and is found across the stability region. All other
modiﬁcations (IIa/b internal deformation with/without reduction of symmetry, III redistribution of atoms and V doubling of the unit cell) are found to occupy a distinct part of the
phase stability region and are governed by a substitution of d-metals by p-metals.

chosen as reference: YCu5. The number of valence electrons was
varied by substituting Cu by Fe, Co, Ni, Zn and Ga. The ionicity was
varied by substituting Y by Mg, Ca, Sr and Ba. The 4 end members,
YFe5, YGa5, MgCu5, BaCu5, are unstable while the other 6 compositions form a stable CaCu5 phase. Although it should be noted that
in addition the CaCu5 prototype [28], a different crystal structure is
reported for YZn5 [29]. To compare the difference in work function,
the charge q is calculated by integrating the electron density over
half the (average) A-B distance. The charge difference is obtained
relative to YCu5. The average electron density at half the (average)
1=3
A-B distance corresponds can directly be compared to DnWS;w . The
comparison between the model and the DFT calculations is shown
in Fig. 5.
The calculations show relative changes in the total charge and
density at the boundary of the Wigner-Seitz cell compared to YCu5.
The plot shows large deviations for Fe and Mg based compounds, in
line with the model. The relatively small deviation of BaCu5 is
enlarged in the DFT calculations, and shows that the model underestimates the charge transfer in Ba. YGa5 follows the trend of the
stable compounds, but has exceeded the tolerance limits.

3.4. Pseudo-binary crystal structures
The model can be extended to ternary crystal structures that are
modiﬁcations of the CaCu5-type crystal structure. The various
modiﬁcations that can take place are shown in Fig. 6. The most
common modiﬁcation is an ordered substitution, where for PrNi2
Al3 three B positions are occupied by elements possessing p-type
valence electrons, while for CeCo3B2 only two B positions are
replaced. Another modiﬁcation is a superstructure formation, due
to the substitution of a B atom for boron or silicon. There are ﬁve
representatives of such a modiﬁcation, each increasing the c-axis. A
redistribution of atoms can also occur and this is the case for YCo3
Ga2 and YNi2Al3 (substitution of B with Al or Ga). Finally, Si can
distort the bond distances and angles, giving rise to LaRu3Si2 and to
ErRh3Si2, where in the last case the symmetry is lowered to
orthorhombic. This already indicates that the electrons show more
localized behavior in these materials and that the Miedema model
that assumes delocalized behavior will at one point break down.
Modiﬁcation I does not change the symmetry of the system, but

shows a preferential occupation of substituting atoms. This indicates that the average-atom model is no longer valid, because the
atoms are not randomly distributed throughout the unit cell.
However, the properties of the atoms at the two crystallographic
sites are treated the same and does not result in differentiation
phase space, as shown in Fig. 7. Modiﬁcation II does change the
symmetry of the system because of the M-Si interactions. This
symmetry is a subgroup of the CaCu5 symmetry, and it is expected
that the phase stability region is also a subgroup of CaCu5. Because
these deformations are found in Si-containing systems, these
compositions are found in a more narrow region in the stability
plot. Modiﬁcation III has a more profound effect on the unit cell
dimensions and is found in another part of the stability region.
Apparently, the interactions that give rise to this modiﬁcation have
a smaller tolerance. Modiﬁcation V is only found in the presence of
B, which also conﬁnes the stability parameters.
4. Conclusions
It is shown that by using the weighted Miedema parameters, a
stability plot can be made, resembling plots used in crystal structure prediction. The plots have in common that they both model the
charge transfer and electron density, but instead of using the
electronegativity and valence electron number, the work function
and electron density at the boundary of the Wigner-Seitz cell are
used. By doing so, additional information about the factors that
govern crystal structure formation can be obtained. In this case, the
linear relationship between all stable compounds show a speciﬁc
ratio between charge transfer and electron density. This observation is supported by DFT calculations. Not only does the empirical
data show the boundary conditions for phase formation, it also
allows the prediction of new stable compounds by linearly interpolating two binary compositions of interest. Although the nature
of the valence electrons, being of d or p type, must be used with
caution.
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